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Recently, accompanied by the quick development of national economy and the 
improvement of people’s livelihood, more and more attention is brought to the tourist 
industry. On one hand, the government has put more effort on developing the tourist 
industry in a healthy and fast way, while at the mean time also proposed to cultivate 
the tourist industry to become the strategic pillar industry of national economy; on the 
other hand, consumers’ demand on both tourism and its quality has also been 
increasing. To keep being competitive in the increasingly competitive market, to 
maintain healthy and steady development, A Tourism Company needs to consider 
their actual situation, and make strategies that fit both their inside and outside 
environment. 
The thesis first of all analyzed the outer macro environment of A Tourism 
Company and the environment of its major business market, pointing out that there 
exists a big market threat to the company’s major business, and the fact that the 
company is not a strong player in the market competition. The writer then analyzed 
the inner current situation of the company, diagnosed its problems, and pointed out 
the advantages and disadvantages of the company. 
Based on the strategic analysis, the writer did strategic match for A Tourism 
Company, planned the blueprint, mission, strategic goals, the company's overall 
strategy and competitive strategy; meanwhile, proposed specific measures to ensure 
the implementation of the strategies. 
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